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 Cryptocurrency subject attracted so many people for the last eight years 

around the globe. Satoshi’s Nakamoto’s, the founder of the bitcoin 

cryptocurrency behind this revolutionary change in digital money market. 

Bitcoin cryptocurrency uses “Power of Work” or simply PoW system as its 

mining algorithm. But in January of 2016, Ethereum cryptocurrency has 

launched which adopted a new system called “Power of Stake” or simply 

PoS that is used in Ethereum as its mining algorithm. This paper explores 

and compares PoW and PoS systems that is used widely today in 

cryptocurrencies digital money, concluding the pros and cons for each 

system with enabling to decide which one is more suitable and stable in 

digital money market. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Cryptocurrency is a type of electronic currency that can be employed to exchange goods directly 

between two parties within peer-to-peer network without any trusted third party or median achieving 

authenticity and integrity. Thus, with this trend, cryptocurrency is intended to replace traditional dealing with 

currency for exchanging goods or commodities in E-Commerce era.  

The data transmission is in the form of transactions, which includes contracts, records, encryption 

algorithms and other correlated information. Every block consists of a set of transactions that resides in each 

network’s node where the verification process of those transactions is done. Then those blocks are collected 

in blockchain, the repository database in each computer’s participant. The block structure consists of three 

fields: linker hash to link to a previous block, time print and data [1], resulting in long encrypted linked 

blockchains that is permanent and unalterable. 

Recent researches in this field had led into two cryptocurrency methods that are widely in use today 

are Bitcoin (BTC) and Ethereum (ETH). Conceptually, BTC and ETH are agreed, both they use blockchain 

techniques, however, they differ in the approach. The BTC follows the Proof of Work (PoW), while ETH 

follows the Proof of Stake (PoS). "Proof of Work" or (PoW) idea was initially conceived and delivered in 

1999 [2]. Proof of Work (POW) scheme is a technique used for proving the correctness done by previous 

transactions to prevent any threats or attacks on networks through requesting confirmation from the initiator. 

This POW concept had been known before Satoshi Nakamoto [4] came out with this idea; there some articles 

discussed the concept such as the one presented by Cynthia Dwork and Moni Naor in a 1993 journal article 

[3]. Therefore, the Proof of work concept existed even before bitcoin, but - the invertor of BTC - applied this 

technique to himself/herself/ or themselves “by a providing false name to individual or group calling 
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himself/herself or themselves Satoshi Nakamoto (Nakamoto, 2008).” Digital or electronic currency is 

reshaping the way traditional transactions are dealt with. As a matter of fact, the main idea behind the bitcoin 

is the Proof of Work, which was presented in a paper by Nakamoto’s that was published back in 2008, in the 

context of this paper; it provides confidence and accord delivery work together. Confidence and accord 

delivery system means that money can be transferred electronically with immediate effect and confidentiality 

between any two parties only, using the existing infrastructure. In the other hand, using traditional methods 

of payment such as Visa, Masercard, PayPal, etc., a third party is required to complete your transaction. The 

role of the third partiers is to control their data by maintaining transactions history and balances of each 

account. We shall illustrate behaviors of BTC when using PoW to better understand the concept: if A 

represents the first party, sent B which represents the second party $100, then C represents approved third-

party would deduct A’s and add B’s, so both (A and B) have to trust C (third-party) when doing the requested 

transaction. However, with bitcoin (which uses PoW), every participant has a copy of all verified 

transactions, therefore there is no need for third parties to get involved, because direct verification is 

obtainable. In proof of stake (PoS) system (or protocol, or function) the details for transactions validation are 

quite different from those used in PoW. The concept of PoS is the same as of the PoW; however, the 

approach is different. Proof of stake or PoS, first idea was in conference in 2011 called bitcointalk, and PP-

coin was the first digital currency used in 2012, [5].  

 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD  

2.1 POW in More Details  
Satoshi Nakamoto [4] introduced coins electronically as a sequence of digital signatures. The flow 

of those coins takes off from the owner to the next by digitally assigning a hash of the previous transaction 

and the public key of the next owner to the end of the coin, and then a payee can review the signatures to 

verify the chain of ownership as Figure-1 shown below. 

 

 

 
 

Figure1. Transactions signed digitally [4] 

 

 

When the payee can't verify a double-spend of the coin if happened, Approved Central Authority, or 

(ACA for short), will be added, and therefore, once a transaction is completed, each coin has to return back to 

the ACA. Then the ACA will issue a new one to ensure no double-spent will happen. The problem with this 

solution is that the whole money system is centralized running the ACA, with every transaction having to go 

through it. So what is needed is a non-central point of failure system to notify the payee that earlier 

transactions had not been signed. What needed is the earliest transaction, which is the one that counts only. In 

the central-based model, it was aware of all transactions and decided which arrived first. Therefore we will 

adopt a mint-based model, free from any trusted party. To accomplish this, all transactions should be known 

to all, with a single ordered history of transactions that all participants to agree on. That is, each transaction 

must be stamped at its arrival time and agreed by most of nodes it was the first. The solution we propose 

includes a server, which works by taking a hash of a block of items to be timestamped and widely publishing 

the hash, like when we do in a public announcement. The timestamp will prove that the data must be existed 

at the time, in order to get into the hash, and also will include the previous timestamp in its hash, forming a 

chain, with each additional timestamp reinforcing the ones before it as Figure 2 shown below [4]. 
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Figure 2. Timestamping each block in its hash [4] 

 

 

In order to implement accord timestamp server on a peer-to-peer basis, Satoshi Nakamato [4] uses a 

proof- of-work system similar to Adam Back's Hashcash [7]. Proof-of-work involves scanning for a value 

that is hashed with leading zero. The work required in an average is rapidly growing in the number of zero 

bits required and can be verified by executing a single hash. For Satoshiís timestamp network, he/she 

implemented the proof-of-work by incrementing a nonce in the block until a value is found that gives the 

block's hash the required zero bits. Once the CPU effort has been expended to make it satisfy the proof-of-

work, the block is unalterable unless redoing the work. As work progress blocks are chained after it, thus to 

change the block would require redoing all the blocks after it as Figure-3 shown below [4]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Blocks are chained together forming blockchain [4] 

 

 

The proof-of-work also solves the problem of determining representation in majority decision-

making. One-IP-address-one-vote is not an optimal solution; anyone could allocate many IPs. So, proof-of-

work is essentially one-CPU-one-vote. The longest chain represents the majority decision, which has the 

greatest proof-of-work effort, invested in it and this is found in the honest nodes, which control a majority of 

CPU power and will grow the fastest and outpace any competing chains. It would require doing the proof-of-

work of the block and all blocks after again when any attempt to change a completed block, and then violate 

the honest nodes. Alternatively, to avoid any hardware overrun, the proof-of-work difficulty is determined by 

a moving average targeting an average number of blocks per hour. If they're generated too fast, the difficulty 

increases. 

Moreover, mining process is needed to create new group of secured transactions on blockchain. So 

to define an expensive computer calculation, PoW is a required. Mining technique has two roles: 

1. Transaction legitimacy verification/avoiding double spending. 

2. Digital currencies creation by rewarding miners. 

The following will happen when setting a transaction: 

1. Every set of transactions bundled into a block; 

2. Miners will verify the legitimation of those transactions; 

3. To do so, miners will deal with PoW problems; 

4. The first miner who solves each block problems will be awarded; 

5. Transactions will be stored in the public blockchain, whenever they are verified. 

Asymmetry cryptography: (for ex. RSA) is a key feature of proof-of-work problem. Reasonably, it 

is easy to check for the network, however it is difficult on the receiver side. This scheme is also known as a 

CPU effort function. Miners in a network will compete to be the first to solve the PoW, and this would 

require a lot of attempts. Ultimately, if the right solution were found, an announcement would be made to the 

whole network instantly by the winner miner who will receive a cryptocurrency reward provided by the 

protocol. Technically, mining process is a technique opposite to hashing: it determines a number, which is 

less than a given threshold produced by the cryptographic hash algorithm of block data. The competitive 

nature of mining process is measured by a threshold parameter. When this this parameter increases, the 

average number of calculations needed to create a new block will increase, resulting in increasing the cost of 

block creation. This will motivate miners to improve the efficiency of their mining systems to maintain a 
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positive economic balance. Around 14 days, an update should be done to threshold parameter, and every 10 

minutes a new block is generated. Many other blockchains use PoW, not only the bitcoin blockchain [6]. 

 

 

2.2 POS in More Details 
PoS is a proof of currency ownership. So when its owner consumes a coin, this can be considered as 

form of proof-of-stake. Every coin has a life span called age. Each node via a hashing scheme generates the 

age of the coin within proof-of-stake. 

The implementation of proof-of-stake can be done via two common proposals; one of them 

currently working in practice is PPCoin (Peer-to-Peer Coin) created by Sunny King [8]. This design works by 

showing the capability of future peer-to-peer crypto-currencies independent from consuming any energy.  

PPCoins proof of stake algorithm works in the following manner: As soon as a block of PoS is 

created, a miner will construct a coin stake transaction in order to send some money in their hand to 

themselves with predefined reward. Based on the following parameters: transaction input, some additional 

fixed data, and the current time (as an integer representing the number of seconds since Jan 1, 1970), the 

SHA256 hash is calculated. Then the calculated hash is checked against a proof of work requirement, much 

like Bitcoin, except one different issue that is this hash figure is inversely proportional to the coin age of the 

transaction input. When currency amount factor multiplied by the holding period factor, this is what we call 

the coin age. Hash is basically depends on time and static data, so doing extra work will not make hashes 

quickly. Each PPCoin transaction output could generate a correct work proportional to its age and the 

quantity of PPCoins it contains. The mining power of every PPCoin goes up in straight line over time but 

resets to zero whenever it finds a valid block. 

To prevent miners from re-using their coins multiple times, coin age is used since coin age has 

unalterable data such as holding period. PoS picks a PPCoin up randomly every second, so it gives its owner 

the right to create a block. There is a complex debate in coin age’s favor, that is, the longer you fail to create 

a block; your chance of success will go up. Miners can expect to create blocks more regularly, reducing the 

incentive to lower the risk by creating the equivalent of centralized mining pools [9].  

Etheruem is the other proposal of Power of Stake, which is designed by Vitalik Buterin and intended 

to function as decentralized system in terms of networking such Internet and applications. All systems that 

support this Etheruem functionality aren’t free. So, networks that need to run an application or program have 

to pay for unique piece of code. Etheruem classified as a digital carrier. It is well known that cash does direct 

transaction process between two parties without a third party, so does Etheruem. The Etheruem has some 

good featurs that makes it an attractive cryptocurrency PoS system: it supports the decentralized applications; 

in the economic side, the cost of running a transaction is reasonable comparing it to other solutions in the 

cryptocurrency world, its capital assets is solid and consolidated with 21 million bitcoins, it has good 

announcements and distribution (users in a 2014 crowdfunding campaign purchased 60m), good researches 

and development to improve the underlying technology. 

The following are some statistical data about the productions & services by Ethereum system: Five 

Ethereum (ETH) are allotted to the miners that verify transactions on the network every 12 seconds. Every 

year, 18m Ethereum are mined at most. Five Ether are created roughly every 12 seconds, whenever a miner 

discovers a block, or a bundle of transactions. So, based on the above statistical information, it is obvious that 

no one knows the total number of Ethereum yet, and the pace of Ethereum creation will be less clear after 

2017 when Ethereum plans to move to a new proof-of-stake harmony algorithm. Consequently, this will 

probably lead to a change in the rules of Ethereum creation, and thus the mining subsidy might decrease [10]. 

 

 

2.3 Comparison between POW and POS  

While there are countless aspects to this debate, in my view, it all boils down to two things: security 

and economics. Conceptually both agreed to achieve consensus, however, they differ in the approach, that is, 

the methodology each of them follows.  

Will PoW be considered scalable in terms of mining & reliability (i.e. security) while maintaining 

cost? What about the same for PoS? Of course growing up needs more resources and thus more cost to 

improve the tools such as the security? How attractive will one system be, versus the other? It's useful to 

pause here and ask what mechanism Bitcoin uses to achieve consensus.  
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Table 1. Describes PoW and PoS functionality 
System PoW PoS 

Function   

Mine The probability of mining block 

depends on how much work is done 
by the miner 

Person can mine depends on how 

many coins he/she holds 

51% Attack Less incentive to avoid 51% attack 51% attack is more expensive 

Energy High consuming Less Consuming 
Centralized vs Decentralized Have very powerful mining 

communities which tends to become 

centralized over time 

Need to grow its mining communities 

to keep the decentralized network 

Block target time Generate every 10 Generate every 15 sec 

 

 

It’Bitcoin makes it very expensive to amass a majority of the hashing power. This does provide a 

level of security: A lone hacker will have no chances to gather the mining power necessary to disrupt the 

Bitcoin network. But there are also disadvantages. The first is economic: Most of the value of newly mined 

Bitcoins flows out of the ecosystem into purchasing hardware and power. We pay for this with Bitcoin's 

inflation, and it is not farfetched to attribute much of the price decline this year to the inflation rate. It is true 

that the inflation rate will decrease over time, and if Bitcoin succeeds, the adoption rate will far outpace the 

inflation rate. Moreover, sometimes the inflation rate cannot be decreased due to unavoidable circumstances 

such as wars, natural disasters, political conflicts, etc. But this only gives rise to another question: Will a 

decreasing mining reward provide sufficient security? The second problem is that mining introduces risk 

factors that cannot be controlled because they are not parameters of Bitcoin itself. Just imagine that, due to 

some technology breakthrough, one manufacturer is able to produce ASICS (Application Specific Integrated 

Circuits) at one-tenth the cost of their competitors. Wouldn't this present a huge security risk for Bitcoin? 

PoS aims to address these issues and improve on Bitcoin by using the coins themselves, instead of hashing 

power, as the scarce resource to achieve consensus. With PoW, an attacker has to either purchase lots of 

hashing power, or at least obtain control over it; for example, by bribing mining pool operators. The design 

of PoS reduced some of the concerns of Bitcoin’s 51% assumption in regard to the system security. That is, 

the system is considered secured when a minimum of 51% and above of good nodes takes over network 

mining power. When this is achieved, this will make the cost of controlling significant stake might be higher 

than the cost of acquiring significant mining power, which will result in making the cost of attacking the 

system much higher. Moreover, attacker’s coin age is consumed during the attack, which may render it more 

difficult for the attacker to continue preventing transactions from controlling mining power. So any attempt 

of attack would drive up the price dramatically and make it prohibitive. Imagine what would happen to the 

Bitcoin price if someone tried to buy 7 million coins. There is also an economic advantage to PoS. 

Transaction fees and a possible block reward can be paid to the coin holders so that there is no 

monetary dilution. No money has to flow out of the system to buy external resources that provide security, 

and that could be great for the price of the currency [11]. Table 1 below compares the PoW and PoS systems 

with respect to their main functionality. 

 

 

3. CONCLUSION  

Lately, PoW and PoS systems attracted so many people around the globe. Every system of PoW and 

PoS has its own cons and pros. In my point of view, the original idea behind Satoshi Nakamoto invention is 

to construct a decentralized network, which eliminates banks and governments role and regulation 

obligations towards their clients. PoW and PoS systems provided a peer to peer network with no third party 

in between. Table1 shows a scary fact that might become real, since PoW is a system that is growing very 

fast, its decentralized network might become a centralized one since one or two people might own the 

network coins, for ex, banks. However, PoS system has a decentralized network despite of the number of 

miners. 
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